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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
HIGHLY DECORATED AND GOLD MEDALIST VOLLEYBALL PLAYER LLOY BALL ENDORSES AQUATIC THERAPY 
PRODUCTS BY HUDSON AQUATIC SYSTEMS 
 
Angola, Indiana - November 15, 2016 - On Monday, Hudson Aquatic Systems made an agreement with Lloy Ball, 
2008 USA Gold Medalist, to endorse their aquatic therapy equipment including therapy pools and underwater 
treadmill systems. 
 
“We think Lloy is a great fit for Hudson because he represents every type of need for aquatic therapy, and our 
products and units are perfect for athletes,” said George Hunter, president of Hudson Aquatic Systems. “He 
represents the full spectrum of aquatic therapy use: from athletic training, performance and conditioning; to 
injury rehabilitation; to recovery; and daily improvement of quality of life.” 
 
Lloy Ball has a long and impressive list of volleyball accomplishments including: a collegiate career at IPFW with 
NCAA Final Four appearances and individual awards; 14 years on the USA team accumulating three medals 
including gold at the 2008 Beijing Olympics, 10 years as captain and four individual awards; as well as, 16 years 
playing professionally overseas with 17 championships and/or medals. Lloy is also the only American volleyball 
player to have captained a professional Russian team and have his jersey retired by a Russian Club. 
 
With this type of career, Lloy is very experienced in training and conditioning. Unfortunately, he is also 
experienced with injuries and rehabilitation.  
 
"I’ve had three knee procedures and numerous other rehab stints and train four hours a day,” said Ball, Olympic 
Gold Medalist, NCAA All-American and a 16 year professional volleyball player. “I know how important training, 
conditioning and physical therapy are, and the aquatic underwater treadmill line by Hudson Aquatic Systems is a 
game changer! These products will add career longevity to an athlete’s life by increasing muscle mass, strength 
gains and overall endurance without damaging hips, knees and ankle joints. The therapeutic nature of these 
systems is great for the aching pain that comes with training and age. It sure will make a huge difference in my 
life.” 
 
Ball is currently a high school volleyball coach and owner/operator of Team Pineapple™ Properties LLC, a club 
volleyball organization in northeast Indiana with a competitive program emphasizing fundamentals, strategy, 
and teamwork in an environment instilling positive life lessons. 
 
Hudson Aquatic Systems is located in Angola, Ind., and has been manufacturing underwater treadmill systems 
dating back to the 1920’s. Hudson designs, engineers and manufactures the highest quality performance aquatic 
systems, therapy pools, swim spas, and hydrotherapy products for the human, canine and equine markets, and 
can be found around the world in fitness centers, hospitals, veterinary teaching colleges, YMCAs, physical 
therapy offices, college and professional sports training centers, military facilities and hospitals, and equine 
barns and tracks. For more information: www.hudsonaquatic.com 
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